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Introduction

Welcome ! I am going to discuss the Barry Equality Field Equation utilizing M string
theory and the 7th Dimension and how this can be used and updated in the equation.

This work will update the Barry Equality Field Equation by incorporating M string
theory 7th Dimension. I would like to begin by stating I will not consider the Big bang Theory because
it has too many issues and logic flaws.

The Barry Equality Field Equation after completing some research is a 5th Dimensional
Equation at the 1st level. Because it accepts sub atomic particles, it is a higher order Equation than
Einstein's Theory of Relativity which looks about a 4th Dimensional Equation according to the M String
theory standard model. On the 2nd level, I have updated the Barry equality Field equation at the 6th
dimension showing Node and Gateway points using a 6th dimension cube to allow for energy transfers
adhering to the 1st and 2nd laws of Thermo Dynamics.

The definition of M String Theory is that it has 11 dimensions and accepts Big Bang
Theory which I reject because it violates the principle that Energy cannot be created nor destroyed
laws of thermo dynamics. The Dimensions 1- 6 has point of origins where it is claimed this resides.
The 7th Dimension has different point of origins and shows some degree of Intelligent Design. I will be
working on the 7th Dimension in this work.
The 7th dimension according to M string theorist has basically the same properties as
the 6 dimension Parallel and Multiverses but this dimension is defined as having divine beings reside
at this level and breaks laws of physics. This dimension according to research does not recognize points
of origins.
th

I will not be using time space particles at this level but subatomic particles to best
represent the Barry Equality Field Equation with M string and the 7th Dimension.

I will begin by presenting some visual graphics in Chapter 1.
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Chapter 1

Visual Graphics

Visual Graphic 1-A 7 dimensional shape
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1). Data String crossing multiple dimensions
2). 8 Gateways
3). String Path

Visual Graphic 2-A 7th dimensional shape
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1). Data String crossing multiple dimensions
2). 4 yellow Gateways parallel
3). 4 Orange Gateway Parallel
4). Multi Universe

Overview of Visual Graphics

As you can see, I have constructed a 7th Dimensional Geometric Figure with 8 gateways. I have
also placed a Data string seeking a path. This path that it took crosses multiple dimensions jumping in
random fashion one through seven without any consideration for going backward or forward in some
order that we humans need to recognize or aware of. The M string theory says in the 7th Dimension
laws of physics are broken and from the looks of it specifically from this design the 7th dimensional
shape it is correct thus Energy is Dynamic and Random going in Asymmetrical order because it jumps
from dimensions with no recognition of time, space, or order within our universe. One way I can
represent this is the usage of Gateways and Node Points not points of origins. Gateways allow for
access to other dimensions

I can now use this information to write the Barry Equality Field Equation to adapt to the 7th
dimension but to do this I must recognize that the areas of space can now be represented using q1
through q7 as dimensional space and particle speed is not represented by the speed of light but sub
atomic particles that are faster. I will also have to recognize Parallel and Multi Verse in writing the
Barry equality Field equation to adapt to the 7th dimension.

The next chapter will use the Barry equality Field Equation to make it adaptable to the 7th
Dimension.

Chapter 2

Review and updating the Barry Equality Field Equation 7th dimension

I will begin by reviewing the Barry equality Field Equation by Classifying and
updating the Barry Equality Field equation.

M String Theory has 11 dimensions. I wrote the Barry Equality Field Equation
and it supported Sub Atomic Particles. The original Equation 1st level supports according to the model
up to level 5 and areas of space. The original Equation is below:

On 07/17/2021, I completed reading the book of Ezekiel and in the latter
chapters it talks about the four gates North, South, East, and West. The Barry Equality Field Equation
has four areas of space so his can be represented as well.
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The next stage in the development of the equation was making it adaptable to
Quantum Mechanics which according to M String level 6. The Barry Equality Field Equation and the
6th level of M String Theory is on the next page:

The updated version of the Barry equality Field Equation using M String Theory
using the 6 dimension is below:
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I will now present the updated Barry Equality Field Equation that supports the 7th
dimension regarding M String Theory please goto next page:

Sub atomic particle
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Mass square root from
sub atomic particles

7 levels string
a). Multi Verse
b). Parallel

Please goto next for page for a overview of the updated Barry equality Field
Equation.

I will now go over this equation in detail. M = mass= subatomic particle. In the 7th
dimension, I cannot use speed of light 186,0000/ 1 or space time within our Universe but I must use
subatomic particles that are partially binded and excel past the speed of light this is defined in the 5th
dimension subatomic particles and is much like a gateway to the parallel world. The mass or M is to the
2nd power and square rooted which shows M2 can be linked to the M string model 1-5 showing energy
cannot be created nor destroyed and can be transferred as a gateway at the 5th level. Please note the
Barry Equality Field Equation uses M2 and recognizes sub atomic particles along the four areas of
space q1 – q4.

2 jumps = M2
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As discussed earlier divine beings exist at this level so according to research the bible
indicates their speed Daniel 9:21, and “twinkling of a eye” found in I Corinthians 15:52 King James
Bible in math terms 1 nano second = 1,000,000,000 or 1 billionth of a second equals twinkling of a
eye.

At the 6th and 7th level, the M string model calls for parallel Universes so q6th and q 7th
are represented as such.

Q1 through Q5 is represented by Data Strings and Q6 and Q7 have parallel data strings
2nd power. Also discussed is the ability for allowing the dimensions to go in random example q7 goes to
q4 making a jump without using a sequence this creates Dynamic and asymmetry. The M String theory
7th dimension calls for a parallel Universe so this is represented by using q7 to the 2nd power. Please
remember that the 7th dimension the key difference between the 6th and 7th is the violation of
fundamental Physics. As stated previously in my last work q1 – q6 are represented by Gateways, Node
points, dimensions not points of origins this allows Data strings to jump randomly and provides a better
way to represent a theory. I will now present a practical application in the next chapter using Network
Topology Designs to represent the Equation.

Please keep in mind that gateways allow the transference of Energy through the usage
of dimensions while Node points have no path or string that allows for this. Paying close attention to
this thought will make it easier to understand and follow.

Chapter 3

Practical Application

Visual Graphic 3-A Network Topology
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1). Data String crossing multiple dimensions
2). 8 Gateways
3). 14 Node Points within each Gateways
4). Convergence point for dual data strings
5). Yellow Orange Gateways parallel and Multi-Universes
6). Convergence Point for different data strings

I have created a Network Topology Design for the Barry Equality Field Equation
and the 7th dimension. Please review visual Graphic 3-A.

The design has the following features:
a). 7th dimension geometric shape.
b). 14 node points for 8 gateways total 112.
c). Multi Universe 4 orange and 4 yellow.
d). Parallel Universes Orange and yellow.
e). 3 data strings.
f). two Convergence points.
g). 3 data strings converges to two data paths.

The Network Topology Design maybe complex but it opens a lot of
opportunity's because of the ability of the Data strings to jump from dimensions in random fashion and
at the same time converge on one point for two data strings whether parallel or not. Their are 4 orange
and 4 yellow gateways for a total of 8 with 14 nodes for each gateway making a total of 112. The
orange and yellow gateways serve a dual or multi purpose creating multi and parallel Universes. The
Network design is in the 7th dimension with 8 points or gateways and has two convergence points with
3 data strings one that starts parallel and the other that uses a different path to converge on.

I will now goto the final chapter for final thoughts.

Chapter 4

Final Thoughts

This project was fun and complex it involved various uses of disciplines
Mechanical Engineering, Computer Sciences, Physics, Mathematics. This is similar to combining
various disciplines of Martial Arts Tae-Kwon-Do, Hapkido, Muay Thai, Boxing after many years of
practice and coming up with a Unique style that is not exact.

I was able to bridge the Barry equality Field equation and make it
adaptable to the 7th dimension using gateways and Node points not points of origins as shown in the 7th
dimension Graphic charts and sub atomic particles were used as a basis for creating a bridge or
gateways.

I had to rewrite this equation a few times because I was reading the bible
and watching some you tube videos for better understanding of what I am trying to accomplish and or
understand.

The difficulty was multi meaning how to balance science with Divinity in
a logical and reasonable fashion not easy in fact real tough. The updated Barry equality Field equation
7th Dimension was able to do this. I believe God after watching you tube videos and the 7th Dimension
showing Mechanical Engineering and other attributes nudged me along to give this a try. I was very
surprised at the outcome it required some trial and error and rewriting the updated Equation but it looks
like it makes sense and has fluidity.

Before anybody ask me about doing the 8th Dimension, I research this
and yes, this is even more complex because some biblical scholars believe arc angels reside at this
level. The 8th dimension has no physical world no parallel universes . The best way to best represent
this is a Digital world.

After studying 40 plus years of Martial Arts and creating my own style, I
think I can be represented as a 7th Degree Black belt the same as what I have written this brings balance
in the External and Internal worlds in a Asymmetrical way. This completes the Barry Equality Field
Equation and M string theory. The 8th Dimension does not have a physical world so to best sum it up
the Barry Equality Field Equation is a 7th level Mathematical Equation this is the highest it can go
within a M string Theory system ;however, In my next work I can use the Barry Infinity Equality Field
Equation for the 8th dimension.

In conclusion, The Barry Equality Field Equation is a 7th dimension
Equation as shown.
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